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Abstract 

Three years o~ price information from the Daily spot 
Cotton Quotatlons (DSCQ) and the econometric Daily 
Price Estimation System were used to compare the DSCQ 
estimated prices with the actual producer market. The 
findings indicated that for grade alone the DSCQ 
estimated price was higher than what the producer 
market revealed. When all qualities are allowed to 
vary, the average price reported by the DSCQ was 
higher than what the market reveled. However the 
consistency of this relationship is not reli~ble. 
From a premium/discount perspective, the DSCQ was 
found to underestimate premiums and overestimate 
discounts for all qualities considered. 

Introduction 

Accurate price information is an important part of an 
efficient marketing system (Leavitt et al.). 
Producers and merchants use prlces for different 
cotton qualities to make production and selling 
decisions. Textile manufacturers and merchants use 
the. ~rice/quality information to make purchasing 
deC1Slons. cons~quently, the accuracy and reliability 
o~ reported prlces play a crucial role in price 
dlscovery. Wlth the development and adoption of High 
Volume Instrument (HVI) grading and the accompanying 
grade changes in quality information on cotton, the 
industry's reliance on price reporting becomes even 
more significant. 

As the amount of quality information increases, 
knowledge of quality premiums and discounts becomes 
more difficult. The HVI grading system, adopted 
industry wide in 1991, provides a large volume of 
objecti ve fiber quality information to the market 
(Ethridge et al.). If price reporting is not accurate 
and objective, then the effectiveness of the improved 
grading system is diminished or lost. 

The official price reporting system for cotton is 
administered by the U.s. Department of Agriculture's 
(USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) , Cotton 
Division. As required by law, the Daily spot cotton 
Quotations (DSCQ), published by the AMS on a daily 
basis, supplies estimated prices on all cotton 
quali ties in the form of a base price and 
premiums/discounts for all other applicable quality 
combinations (U.S. Dept. of Ag.). These prices are 
intended to represent all pricing points in the 
marketing chain. They are taken from producer sales, 
merchant to merchant sales, merchant to textile 
manufacturer sales, etc. All of these types of sales 
are used in the quotations of the DSCQ, which is 
published for seven designated market regions-
Southeast, North Delta, South Delta, East Texas
Oklahoma, West Texas, Desert Southwest, and the San 
Joaquin Valley. Given that the DSCQ estimated prices 
represent all pricing points, the objective of this 
study is to determine how accurately the DSCQ 
estimated prices are following the producer market 
prices. 

Estimation Procedure of the DSCQ 

To formulate the daily estimated prices, AMS market 
news reporters gather market information by observing 
ma:ket.oper~tions and conducting personal interviews, 
prlmarlly wlth merchants and marketing associations. 
The market reporter uses observed sales and market 
assessments collected from merchants to compile a set 
of price estimates for a set of quality combinations. 
These price/quality combinations are then inserted 
into a pre-programmed spreadsheet which generates a 
set of prices for all quality combinations. The 
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market reporter may make adjustments to the estimated 
prices based on comparisons of prices generated versus 
those from personal interviews. After the market news 
reporter makes the final premium/discount estimates, 
they are sent to AMS for publication. It should be 
noted that there are no documented procedures that the 
market reporter follows to estimate prices (Cole). 
Therefore, the estimates cannot be reproduced or 
tested for statistical reliability. 

The primary point concerning the process of estimating 
the DSCQ is that it is subjective--it depends on human 
perception, opinion, and belief. The fact that the 
process is subjective does not necessarily mean that 
it is biased or inaccurate. However, it is also 
possible that the process is biased by the 
subjectivity in the procedures. 

An Alternative Approach to Market Price Estimation 

To conduct this analysis, estimates of producer market 
prices are necessary. These estimates of producer 
cotton market prices were obtained from a new approach 
of determining the producer cotton market prices on a 
daily basis which has been under development at Texas 
Tech University since 1988. This new approach is 
objective (operates independent of subjective market 
information) and scientific (based on well established 
principles and statistical analytical techniques) 
(Ethridge et al.; Brown et al., 1993). This system is 
being described in another paper at this conference 
(Brown et al., 1994), so only basic elements will be 
mentioned here. This econometric, computerized Daily 
Price Estimation System (OPES) separates the price 
from each observed sale into the components of price 
as affected by trash, color, staple, micronaire 
uniformity, and strength. Because separate quality 
premiums and discounts are not directly observable in 
the market, they must be derived from observations of 
ma:ket. prices. Sin?e the DPES is the only 
sClentlflcally reproduclble estimates available, it is 
henceforth referred to as the "market" in terms of 
prices, premiums, and discounts for specific qualities 
of cotton. 

Some differences between the DSCQ and the DPES should 
be noted. First, the DSCQ uses transactions from any 
and all pricing points in the marketing channel 
without differentiation of where the transaction 
occurred. The DPES examines prices only at the point 
of first sale by producers. Consequently, DSCQ prices 
should, on the whole, be higher than the DPES prices 
because prices further into the marketing channels 
embody additional marketing costs. However, if the 
market is operating efficiently, the structure of 
premiums and discounts should be similar at all points 
in the marketing channel--producers to merchants and 
me:chants to end users. That is, the change in the 
prlce level from pricing point to pricing point should 
reflect marketing costs, but the premiums and 
discounts for quality attributes should be similar. 
Nonetheless, other evidence suggests that this may not 
be happening; Ethridge and Chen found that price 
responsiveness to quality for the U.s. market as a 
whole was different at the producer and textile mill 
pricing points. 

Secondly, the OPES data do not contain any sales to 
merchants outside of the electronic spot markets. 
However, the sample of sales currently collected is 
very large--the electronic market sales constituted 
over 25% of all producer sales in Texas and Oklahoma 
for the 1989, 1990, and 1991 crops. In addition the 
two electronic markets are used by approximately 75% 
of the merchant firms operating within the Texas and 
Oklahoma markets (Hudson et al.). 
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Third, the OSCQ estimates, by law or at the request of 
the cotton industry, all prices for a determined set 
of quality combinations regardless of whether any 
cotton is traded in those quality categories. In 
contrast, the OPES does not determine prices for 
qualities that fall outside the range of observed 
quali ties on a given day. The decision not to 
extrapolate beyond the data was based on the 
econometric prescription against that practice. 

How the DSCO Compares to the Producer Market Price 

In analyzing the performance of the OSCQ, it is 
important to note that the DPES is objectively 
determined--it merely determines what the market did 
on a given day (after the fact) from the sample of 
sales on that day with no preconceived notions of how 
the market should perform. As such, it is used as the 
most reliable actual measurement of producer market 
prices, premiums, and discounts that is available. 
The DSCQ more accurately represents a collective 
opinion of what a sample of people believe happened to 
prices on a given day. 

To perform this analysis, daily OPES prices were 
aggregated to annual averages for each of the two 
markets. The aggregation was accomplished by taking 
the weighted average of the daily estimates, using the 
number of daily sales as weights. Thus, there was a 
West Texas market region price schedule for 1989/90, 
1990/91, and 1991/92 for the DPES, and similar tables 
~or the East Texas/Oklahoma market region (see example 
1n Table 1; for a completed examination of these 
tables, see Hudson et al.). There were deviations in 
regional prices, but they were not large. Although 
the USOA-AMS publishes similar annual tables for the 
same markets, the DSCQ did not report strength 
differences in 1989/90 or 1990/91. 

The DSCQ was compared to the DPES across grades 
staple lengths, micronaire groups, and strengths. A 
random sample of these characteristics was drawn 
(Table 2) and price estimates from the OSCQ and the 
DPES compared. Table 2 shows that over the three year 
period, the OSCQ average estimated price was 1.52 
cents per pound higher than what the producer market 
price estimates revealed. As noted, this was expected 
because the DSCQ attempts to represent all pricing 
points. However, the OSCQ estimated price for this 
random sample was lower in one out of the three years 
under consideration (Hudson et al.). 

When only grade is examined (with staple, micronaire, 
and strength held constant), the OSCQ consistently 
indicated a higher price than what is revealed by the 
market (Hudson et al.). Considering this with the 
evidence above when all attributes are variable, it 
implies that the DSCQ prices have tended to overstate 
producer prices with respect to grade but understate 
producer prices with respect to other attributes 
(Hudson et al.). However, given only three years of 
data, conclusions should be drawn with caution. 

Quality Premiums and Discounts 

The more important consideration from the price 
discovery perspective may be the patterns of the 
quality premiums and discounts received by producers 
in the two sets of prices. Through extensive 
econometric testing, the pattern of the premiums and 
discounts for the observable cotton qualities was 
determined for the three years of data (Brown). It is 
the revealed pattern in premiums and discounts of the 
market against which the OSCQ premiums and discounts 
are measured. 

The trash component (f irst digit of the grade 
code) represents, very generally, a measure of trash 
in the cotton lint. In all three years, the DSCQ 
underestimated the premiums paid to producers for the 
lower trash grades (Hudson et al.). The DPES 
consistently indicated higher premiums for lower trash 
grades,(i.e., g:ade 11). For example, in the 1991/92 
market1ng year 1n West Texas, the OPES indicated that 
there was a 287 point market premium for grade 21 
staple 34 (Figure 1). However, the DSCQ reported a 72 
point premium. This represents a difference of 215 
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points, or 2.15 cents, per pound. However, the 
comparison indicated that the discounts for trash 
reported by the DSCQ for higher levels of trash were 
in line with what the market revealed. 

An examination of the color (second digit of the grade 
code) revealed an opposite relationship than what was 
found with trash. For color, the OSCQ appeared to be 
overestimating the discounts given to producers for 
higher color grades while estimating consistent with 
what the market revealed for the premiums for lower 
color (Figure 3). This relationship was consistent in 
all three of the marketing years analyzed (Hudson et 
al. ). However, the relationship could change with the 
1993 grade changes; i.e., because trash and color have 
been separated. This is because the separated color 
code presents a more exact indicator of color (Brown). 

There were also differences in the structure of 
staple, micronaire, and strength. In the case of 
staple, the DSCQ consistently overestimated discounts 
for short staple cotton compared to what the market 
revealed. However, the premiums exhibited by the OSCQ 
for longer staple cotton appeared to be in line with 
what the producer received. For example, in 1989/90, 
East Texas/Oklahoma, for grade 41, the DSCQ indicated 
a premium of 35 points per pound for staple 36 while 
the DPES indicated a market premium of 40 points per 
pound (Figure 3). 

For micronaire, the DSCQ overestimated the discounts 
for micronaires below the 3.5-4.9 range. As an 
example, the OPES estimated a 592 point discount for 
micronaire 2.6 and below for 1990/91 in West Texas. 
Qn the other hand, the OSCQ estimated a 1358 point 
discount. However, the DSCQ underestimated the 
discounts for micronaires that fell above the 3.5-4.9 
range. This type of relationship was consistent for 
all three years. The differences across years were 
mainly in the level of discounts and not in the 
structure (Hudson et al.). 

For strength, the 1991/92 crop was the first year that 
the DSCQ estimated premiums and discounts. In that 
year, the OSCQ overestimated the premiums for strength 
belo~ 24 and 25 grams/tex while underestimating the 
premlums for strength above that level. Whether this 
pattern continues remains to be seen. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The ~PES is repr~ducible and statistically reliable, 
a~d 1S the o~ly d1rect measure of market premiums and 
d1scounts w1th which to evaluate the DSCQ. DPES 
measures producer prices, premiums, and discounts 
whereas the DSCQ is a formulated quotation and 
represents a conglomeration of pricing points. The 
OPES represents a large sample of transactions in the 
Texas-Oklahoma markets (25% of the total cotton sold) 
and a sam~le of purchases of a large proportion of 
merchants 1n these markets (75%). However, it cannot 
~rodu~e results when trading is very light or 
1nact1ve. 

One conclusion suggested by this evaluation of the 
three years of prices is that there is no evidence 
show~ng that D,SCQ reported prices on the whole are 
cons1stent~y hlgher or lower than prices received by 
producers 1n Texas and ~klahoma for all qualities, 
al~hough t~e DSCQ cons1stently overestimated base 
pr1ce rece1ved by producers (Hudson et al.). What 
ap~ears to be h~ppening is that the OSCQ reported base 
pr1c7s, are h1gher than producers are actually 
rece1v1ng, but reported quality premiums are less and 
reported quality discounts on the whole are greater 
than producers are actually receiving. 

T~e pattern or structure of quality premiums and 
d1scounts has been examined for the three years and 
the gen,eral, conclusion is that the DSCQ has been 
overest1mat1ng producer discounts and underestimating 
producer premiums in relation to what the market is 
actually revealing at least for the three years of 
d~ta anal~zed. In most qualities in which the DSCQ 
d1verged ~rom the actual market, the OSCQ reflected 
l~rger d1scounts and smaller premiums. The 
d1fferences were especially apparent in the better 
grades. 
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Table 2. Three Year Average of a Random Sample of 
Quality Attributes and their Respective Price 
Estimates for the west Texas Region. 

No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5* 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13* 
14* 
15 

Grade Staple M1ke Strength OPES 
30 30 2.7-2.9 21 52.90 
62 35 2.7-2.9 22 45.38 
60 32 2.6&below 22 45.15 
30 34 3.0-3.2 20 58.35 
34 37 5.3&above 28 
54 38 2.6&below 29 
50 35 2.7-2.9 21 
22 36 2.7-2.9 26 
54 31 5.0-5.2 29 
44 32 2.7-2.9 29 
42 33 3.0-3.2 21 
33 37 2.6&below 30 
41 38 5.3&above 28 
71 36 5.3&above 31+ 
43 31 3.3-3.4 21 

40.16 
51.59 
55.62 
39.74 
42.34 
51.45 
49.24 

48.51 

DSCQ 
52.53 
48.12 
41.93 
62.70 

34.59 
56.17 
59.50 
43.24 
40.41 
59.41 
46.97 

53.10 

Average 48.37 49.89 
* No DSCQ pr1ce pub11shed. 
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Figure 2. Color=second digit of the grade code; 
first digit=4, staple=34, micronaire= 
3.5-4.9, strength=24&25. 
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